Abstract-The use of massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO) techniques combined with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) schemes in the downlink of broadband wireless systems is considered in this paper. It is assumed that the transmitter supports up to simultaneous links and employs ≫ antenna elements, and we study the feasibility of very low complexity transmitters with low resolution digital-to-analog converters (DACs). It is shown that the nonlinear distortion levels for detection purposes decrease with the ratio / , which means that we can employ very low resolution quantizers. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) schemes are known to allow huge capacity gains [1] , [2] . Although this can be achieved in different ways, the simplest and more popular approach is to employ multiple transmit and receive antennas. The receive antennas can be placed at the same device (e.g., in layered space time (LST) schemes) or in different devices (e.g., a base station (BS) communicating simultaneously with different mobile terminals (MTs)). Regardless of the adopted antenna configuration, the capacity gains can be the result of power/diversity gains and/or spacial multiplexing gains. For these reasons, MIMO schemes were selected for different broadband wireless systems since the late 90s [3] - [4] . Since MIMO gains increase with the number of antennas, there is interest in MIMO systems with a huge number of antennas, usually denoted massive MIMO schemes. Massive MIMO schemes where a given BS with several tens or even hundreds of antenna elements communicates simultaneously with several tens of MTs are being proposed for 5G systems [5] . Although the potential capacity gains can be very high, the implementation complexity of MIMO schemes grows very fast with the number of antenna elements. Therefore, massive MIMO schemes cannot be regarded as a scaled version of conventional MIMO schemes, and low-complexity implementations are required [6] . To reduce the implementation complexity it is desirable to employ low resolution digitalto-analog converters (DACs), as well as sub-optimum transmission/detection techniques, namely by replacing singular value decomposition (SVD) or zero-forcing (ZF) techniques by matched filter (MF) techniques that do not require matrix inversions. In this work we consider the use of massive MIMO techniques combined with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) schemes in the downlink of broadband wireless systems. The transmitter supports up to simultaneous links (i.e., we can have up to MTs) and employs ≫ antenna elements. We study the feasibility of very low complexity transmitters with low resolution DACs and analyze the nonlinear distortion levels when different precoding techniques are employed, showing that the signal-tointerference (SIR) levels for detection purposes grow linearly with / . Throughout this paper we employ the following notation: bold letters denote matrices or vectors. Italic letters denote scalars. Capital letters are associated to the frequencydomain and small letters are associated to the time-domain.
, denotes the element on the th line of th column of X. (⋅) denotes the transpose operator. The probability density function (PDF) of the random variable , ( ), is simply denoted by ( ).
[⋅] denotes expectation.
II. OFDM-BASED MIMO SYSTEMS
In our MIMO system, is the number of transmit antennas and denotes the number of receive antennas. We consider a frequency-selective channel with components that is
, where and h ( ) are the delay and the channel matrix associated to the th multipath component, respectively (for the sake of simplicity we assume the same set of delays for each link between transmit and receiver antennas; the generalization for other cases is straightforward). For the th path, the channel matrix is 
where F is the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix and
Provided that is large, these time-domain samples can be modelled by a complex Gaussian variable with zero mean and variance 2 2 , i.e., ∼ (0, 2 2 ). According to our DFT definition,
. The use of OFDM together with a proper cyclic prefix larger than the channel impulsive response allows the decomposition of the frequency-selective channel represented in (1) in flat-fading channels. The corresponding flat-fading channel for the th subcarrier is
where we assume that [| ( ) , | 2 ] = 1, without loss of generality. In the considered scenarios, the signal for the subcarrier is precoded by a × matrix A( ). In the receiver, it is decoded by the × matrix B( ). In these conditions, the decoded signal is for the th subcarrier is
where
represents the complex noise components associated to the th subcarrier, where
and 2 is defined according to a given signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The variance of the real and the imaginary parts of time-domain noise samples is
In the following subsections, we describe two different user separation techniques that can be employed in massive OFDM-based systems. In both, we assume perfect knowledge of the channel state information (CSI).
A. Singular Value Decomposition
The singular value decomposition (SVD) [7] [8] is a user separation technique that involves both a precoding operation at the transmitter and a complementary operation at the receiver before the detection. It allows the decomposition of the flat-fading channel associated to the th subcarrier (see (2) ) in three matrices, namely H( ) = U( ) ( )V ( ), where V ( ) and U( ) are two unitary matrices that are used in the precoding and detection processes, respectively, and ( ) is diagonal matrix defined as
, its diagonal is composed by the non-zero singular values of H( ) in decreasing order. Fig. 1 shows the subcarrier level equivalent scenario of a massive MIMO-OFDM system considering the SVD technique. The set of subcarriers S( ) is precoded with V( ) (i.e., A( ) = V( )), leading to X( ) = V( )S( ). Due to the effect of V( ), the distribution of the resultant time-domain samples of the th branch
on the number of transmit and receive antennas. Fig. 2 shows the PDF associated to the real part of the OFDM signal before and after the precoding process ( Fig. 2A) , as well as the ratio between their variances 2 / 2 considering different values of and (Fig. 2B) . From the figure, it can be noted that the variance of the precoded signal depends on the ratio between the number of receive antennas and the number of transmit antennas. In fact, it can be verified that 2 = 2 . Moreover, the signals at different transmit antennas are approximately uncorrelated. For the th subcarrier, the received signal is
After the decoding process that is made with B( ) = U ( ), the signal associated to the th subcarrier is
From (5) it can be noted that the SVD technique leads to parallel OFDM streams, where the subcarrier of the th stream is weighted by the singular value ( ) . Additionally, as the noise is multiplied by the unitary matrix U ( ), its variance remains unchanged.
B. Matched Filter
The major problem with the SVD technique is that it is too complex, even for moderate values of and . Moreover, it requires the cooperation between different receive antennas, not being suitable for the case where different receive antennas are placed at different MTs. An interesting alternative for this case is the MF technique. In this subsection, we characterize MIMO-OFDM systems that use the MF technique. Unlike in SVD, this technique only involves a precoding operation (i.e., B( ) = I). Fig. 3 shows the subcarrier level equivalent scenario of a MIMO-OFDM system where the MF technique is employed. Before transmission, the set of subcarriers with index is precoded by the matrix H ( ) (i.e., A( ) = H ( )), yielding X( ) = H ( )S( ). Fig.  4 shows the PDF associated to the real and imaginary parts of a precoded OFDM signal considering the MF technique, = 32 and different values of . From the figure, it can be noted that power of the precoded signal increases with , i.e., the relation between the power of OFDM signal before and after the precoding process is 2 = 2 . The received signal for the th subcarrier is R( ) = H( )H ( )S( ) + N( ). In general, the matrix H( )H ( ) is not diagonal. However, when ≫ 1 and the links between the transmit and receive antennas are uncorrelated, the elements outside the diagonal are much smaller than the ones in the diagonal [9] .
III. CHARACTERIZATION OF QUANTIZED OFDM SIGNALS
In this section we characterize the quantization effects on OFDM signals. For that purpose, we take into account the Gaussian nature of OFDM signals and make use of several works that investigate nonlinear OFDM schemes [10] - [?] . In this paper, we are specifically interested on the nonlinear distortion effects associated to low resolution quantizers. We denote the nonlinearity that characterizes such quantizers by (⋅). This nonlinearity defines a mid-rise quantization characteristic with normalized clipping level / (i.e., the clipping amplitude is defined according to the power of OFDM signal) and bits of resolution. Let us start by focusing on the time-domain OFDM signal submitted to the th antenna
, whose corresponding real and imaginary parts are Gaussian distributed with variance 2 . For the th timed-domain sample, the quantizer yields
, where , and , denote the real and imaginary parts of the th time domain sample , . By taking advantage of the Gaussian nature of , , we can employ the Bussgang's theorem [10] , which means that the quantized OFDM signal can be decomposed in two uncorrelated components, one that is proportional to the original signal and another one that concentrates the nonlinear distortion effects. Therefore, we may write y( ) = x( ) + d( ), where
In the frequency-domain, the nonlinearly distorted OFDM signal is Y( ) = 
⋅ ⋅ ⋅
, ] , represents the nonlinear distortion terms along the th subcarrier. In order to compute the SIR at the detection level, we need to obtain the power spectral density (PSD) associated to the nonlinear distortion term. For this reason, we start by obtaining the autocorrelation of the quantized signal , that can be shown to be a function of input autocorrelation
[11]
. (7) In (7), 2 +1 represents the power associated to the intermodulation product (IMP) of order 2 + 1, defined as 
IV. SIR OF QUANTIZED MIMO-OFDM SIGNALS
In this section we study the impact of quantization effects on the performance of massive MIMO-OFDM systems. In order to do that, we show a set of results regarding the SIR at detection level considering both the SVD and the MF technique, and we compare these results with the "reference" SIR associated to a single input single output (SISO) nonlinear OFDM transmission. In a single antenna OFDM system, the SIR for the th subcarrier is given by the ratio between the useful and the distortion PSDs [11] , and we have
which is a direct result of the Bussgang's decomposition. Let us now focus on a MIMO-OFDM system and the SVD technique. In the presence of nonlinear distortion effects, the received signal before the decoding process is given by
(10) For detection purposes, we have
Neglecting the noise, the SIR for the th subcarrier of the th receive stream is
After lengthy but straightforward manipulations, it can be showed that
This means that the SIR increases with the number of transmit antennas. More specifically, the SIR grows linearly with the ratio / , when compared to the reference SIR of a nonlinear SISO OFDM system. Fig. 5 shows the simulated and the theoretical evolution of the SIR for the first receive figure confirms that accurate estimates of the SIR SVD ,1 can be obtained theoretically. The error between the simulated and the theoretical values of the SIR have a maximum value of 0.4 dB. This error is mainly due to the strongly nonlinear nature of quantization characteristics, especially when the number of quantization bits is small, tending to be 0 dB when increases as can be noted in Fig. 5B . Additionally, it should be pointed out that when is fixed and increases, the corresponding SIR also increases as is expected from (13). This means that even when quantizers with very low resolutions are adopted in each transmit antenna and severe nonlinear distortion effects impair the transmitted signals, the SIR can have acceptable values provided that ≫ . Moreover, it should be mentioned that the SIR SVD , is independent of and these conclusions are valid for all receive streams. When the noise is considered (i.e., 2 > 0), one can define the signalto-interference and noise ratio (SINR). However, as already point out, for massive MIMO-OFDM scenarios, where , ≫ 1, we have that
where I represents the identity matrix. In these conditions, the received signal can be approximated as
Therefore, when SNR → +∞, we may write
After some manipulations, it is possible to approximate the SIR for the th subcarrier of the th receive stream as
From (18), we note that SIR
MF
, also increases with the ratio / , provided that ≫ . Fig. 7 shows the simulated and theoretical results for the first receive stream, SIR MF ,1 . We consider OFDM signals with = 128, = 4 and a quantizer with = 2 bits of resolution and normalized saturation level / = 0.5. We provide SIR values for MIMO configurations with = 4 and a number of transmit antennas up to = 64. From the figure, it can be verified that, although the SIR does not increase by 3 dB when is doubled for all values of , the relation in (18) is observed from a given value of , since the approximation in (15) only holds for ≫ . For instance, when increases from = 4 to = 8, the difference between the two corresponding values of SIR MF , is around 2.5 dB. However, when is increased from = 16 to = 32, the gain observed in the SIR is almost 3 dB, which also is verified when is doubled to = 64. Therefore, it is possible to use very low resolution quantizers, specially when a very large number of transmit antennas is considered as in massive MIMO systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we consider the use of massive MIMO techniques combined with OFDM schemes in the downlink of broadband wireless systems. It is shown that the nonlinear distortion levels for detection purposes decrease with the ratio / , which means that we can employ very low resolution quantizers.
